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Shaping power transmission



AKROCEAN - C16-J
AKROCEAN provides in situ ocean environmental data as a service, 
owning and operating modular self-powered buoys and sensors

ARC INFORMATIQUE - C4-A1
Software SCADA platform to control & optimize renewable assets

EPSILINE - C16-B
Independent IoT and expert team data analytics for Wind Turbine 
performance, optimisation and asset life preservation

ASSET MANAGEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION

CLUSTER, ASSOCIATION, BUSINESS NETWORK

AQUITAINE BLUE ENERGIES - C16-G
Marine and Offshore Wind Energies cluster for local and skilled 
companies in Nouvelle-Aquitaine (South West France)

BRETAGNE OCEAN POWER - C16-G
Bretagne Ocean Power is your gateway to almost 200 skilled Breton 
companies already committed in offshore wind ernergy

FRANCE ENERGIE EOLIENNE - B30-I
France Energie Eolienne is the professional union that represents, 
promises and defends wind energy in France

NEOPOLIA - C16-G
Neopolia is an industrial business cluster. The entry point on the offshore 
wind and hydrogen supplychain



NORMANDIE MARITIME - C16-G
Normandie Maritime is the regional player of maritime activities in 
Normandy

SUDEOLE - C16-G
Sea innovation cluster, maritime & coastal activity, economy & 
international development

SYNDICAT DES ENERGIES RENOUVELABLES - B30-H
The French Renewable Energy Trade Association (SER) was established 
in 1993 to promote the interests of industrials and professionals in the 
sector to public authorities, parliament and all bodies in charge of 
energy, industry, employment, the environment and research

WIND’OCC - C16-G
Wind’Occ is a collective initiative for the floating offshore wind industry 
in Occitanie Region in France

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

BIODIV-WIND - C16-E
Biodiv-Wind develops, installs and operate artificial intelligence based 
wildlife detection system in industrial environments

EOLTECH / IREC INDEX
Eoltech is a 20 years’ experience consultancy mainly involved in wind 
resource assessment

RTSYS - B30-E
RTsys is a French company specializing in underwater acoustics (passive 
and active) and autonomous vehicles



DEFONTAINE SAS - ROLLIX - B30-A
ROLLIX, expert in blade bearings for offshore & onshore wind turbines 
with the largest range of spare parts & service

HENSOLDT - C16-C
HENSOLDT France designs and produces a smart aircraft detection 
sensor to switch on/off wind turbines lights on demand

MÉTÉORAGE  - B30-G
Météorage provides professional solutions helping users to manage and 
monitor their operations before, during and after thunderstorms

TITANOX FASTENING TECHNOLOGIES - C16-A
Titanox specialises in supplying high added-value technical fasteners 
and dynamic assembly solutions worldwide

TRESSAGES DU DORLAY - B30-K
We are able to braid any material available in fiber or wire for all your 
applications or demands for electrical and mechanical protection

EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER, SAFETY SOLUTIONS

WIPSEA
Environnemental digital assessments thanks to AI



BW IDEOL - B30-C
BW Ideol is a winning floating wind co-developer & a proven technology 
provider with more than 12 years of experience

NT WIND - B30-J
Specialized and experienced technicians for wind turbines operations, 
full GWO Offshore & Onshore. All Europe

ORANGE MARINE
Orange Marine, subsidiary of the Orange Group, is a cable ship owner 
specialized in offshore work on submarine cables, from designing and 
engineering new projects to installing new connections and maintaining 
existing cables (telecommunications, energy, or hybrid)

PROBENT
Assembler for high-level service projects in machining and mechanical 
welding  

VALEMO - B30-B
Operation, maintenance and advanced technical services on renewable 
energy assets (onshore and offshore) and HV substations

VALOREM - B30-B
VALOREM is a European IPP of green energy from wind to solar and 
hydroelectric powerplants

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 

FRANCE ENERGIES MARINES - C16-D
France Energies Marines is the French institute for the energy transition 
dedicated to offshore renewable energies



SHIPYARD, PORTS, MARITIME OR AERIAL LOGISTICS 

SUPERGRID INSTITUTE - B30-L
Expert in innovative power systems offering technological solutions & 
services for the development of future power grids

AMLP (AGENCE MARITIME LA PALLICE / GROUPE MARITIME 
KUHN) - C16-F
With its 70-strong team’s collaboration, AMLP offers whole services to 
vessels, such as handling, shipping agency, forwarding, customs, storage, 
transport

ATLANTIQUE OFFSHORE ENERGY - B30-F
Dedicated to the Offshore Wind Industry, we are a smart and committed 
partner for your Electrical Offshore Substation projects

FLYING WHALES 
FLYING WHALES develops the LCA60T, an airship able to load and unload 
up to 60 tonnes of cargo without ever landing

FORSSEA ROBOTICS - C16-I
FORSSEA ROBOTICS develops underwater systems to perform visual 
inspection and survey operations for the offshore energy sector

LOUIS DREYFUS ARMATEURS - C16-H
Innovative shipowner and solution provider dedicated to decarbonisation 
of marine services



CAPTION

ASSET MANAGEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 

CLUSTER, ASSOCIATION, BUSINESS NETWORK

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

SHIPYARD, PORTS, MARITIME OR AERIAL LOGISTICS 

EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER, SAFETY SOLUTIONS

PORT ATLANTIQUE LA ROCHELLE - C16-F
Port Atlantique La Rochelle, a protected deep sea port in the centre of 
the French Atlantic arc

PORTS OF NORMANDY - B30-D
100 Hectares Linked To Renewable Marine Energies In Cherbourg For 
Wind Farms Projects

SINAY 
Sinay’s software and APIs give the key indicators to plan and manage 
properly offshore operations thanks to data management & AI
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